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Abstract 
Electrical networks are defined and a definition of when a bond graph and an electrical network 
are equivalent is given. Bond graphs and electrical networks are defined to be primitive if they 
contain no transformers or gyrators. A bond graph is defined to be realisable if it is equivalent 
to an electrical network and primitively realisable if it is equivalent o a primitive electrical 
network. It is shown how to construct a bond graph equivalent o a given electrical network and 
how to construct an electrical network equivalent o a given bond graph. Chordless odd loops 
are defined and a characterisation of primitively realisable bond graphs in terms of chordless 
odd loops and forbidden induced subgraphs is given. It is shown how to construct a primitive 
network equivalent to a given primitively realisable bond graph. 
1. Introduction 
This paper continues the development of bond graphs started in [I]. We shall assume 
the reader is familiar with the results in that paper. Apart from the occasional reference 
to singular or nonsingular bond graphs, we shall not use results from [II], the second 
of this series of three papers. In this paper we discuss the relationship between bond 
graphs and electrical networks: that is linear graphs augmented with transformers and 
gyrators. The relationship between bond graphs and electrical networks is more complex 
than has been hitherto assumed, and we shall delineate many of the complexities of this 
relationship. We shall start by defining when a bond graph and an electrical network 
are equivalent. We shall go on to show that every electrical network is equivalent to 
some bond graph and vice versa that every bond graph is equivalent to some electrical 
network. We shall also provide methods for constructing one given the other. 
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This paper is not about modelling - a discussion of bond graph modelling can be 
found in [15], [22], [7] or [6]. Nor shall we discuss vector bond graphs, pseudo bond 
graphs or bond graphs with modulated or multiport bond elements. For a discussion of 
the applicability of our work to these, see [I]. It is beyond the scope of this work to 
discuss other engineering modelling systems such as signal flow graphs, block diagrams 
or system graphs. These are discussed in, for example, [22] and [9]. Our work is 
however likely to be of interest to bond graph modellers and those who wish to 
compare modelling methods. 
In Section 2 we give a few basic definitions. These will allow us to say precisely 
what we mean by equivalence between a bond graph and an electrical network. In 
Section 3 we define the fundamental circuit and cocircuit matrices of a primitive stan- 
dard bond graph, which we shall need in later sections. The unoriented versions of 
these matrices are effectively the same as the matrices defined by Birkett and Roe [3], 
but, as we shall see in Sections 5 and 6, it is necessary to consider orientations when 
constructing an electrical network from a bond graph. 
It is relatively easy to construct a bond graph from an electrical network. Methods 
have been described by, for example, Rosenberg and Kamopp [ 151 and Wellstead 
[22]. In Section 4 we describe a method, adapted from Rosenberg and Kamopp, for 
constructing a bond graph from a primitive network (one with no transformers or 
gyrators). We then extend this method to make it work for networks with transformers 
and gyrators. This result is, as far as we know, new. At the end of Section 4 we show 
that every bond graph is realisable as a network. 
In Sections 5 and 6 we tackle the problem of constructing a primitive network from 
a bond graph. This problem is much harder in general than the reverse problem whose 
solution is given in Section 4. Perelson [12] gives an example of when a primitive 
bond graph is not realisable as a primitive electrical network, and Perelson and Oster 
[ 131 state that “Junction structures containing causal loops with odd orientations do 
not correspond to physically realisable systems.” While this is not strictly true (for a 
counterexample consider Fig. 16), it does motivate a characterisation of primitively real- 
isable standard bond graphs in terms of odd loops and cocircuit matrices in Section 5. 
We develop this theme in Section 6 where we describe a method for constructing 
primitive networks from bond graphs based on Mayeda’s method [IO] for constructing 
primitive networks from cutset matrices. Mayeda’s work is based in turn on the work of 
Tutte [ 18-211. Asher [I] has already applied some of Mayeda’s results and Section 6 
refines and extends Asher’s work. 
Ort and Martens [l l] suggest a different approach to the problem of realising a 
bond graph as a primitive network. Birkett and Roe [3] present an approach that is 
really the same as that of Ort and Martens, and show that it works in some special 
cases. However, Birkett and Roe [3] and Bidard [2] show that this method will not 
work in general. The essence of the argument for why it does not work is that the 
Ort and Martens method always constructs planar networks, while networks in general 
are nonplanar. Thus, if we take a bond graph that we know does not correspond to 
a planar network (say the bond graph constructed by the method of Section 4 from 
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the (linear) graph Ks of Fig. 13), then the method of Ort and Martens must fail. The 
advantage of our method is that it works whenever the bond graph can be realised as 
a primitive electrical network. 
In Section 7 we state a theorem of Tutte [19, 201 and use it to derive an excluded 
induced subgraph criterion for a bond graph to be primitively realisable. We then 
suggest how this might be used to realise a bond graph as a network with as few 
transformers and gyrators as possible. 
2. Definitions 
Graph theory has long been used to analyse electrical circuits. A good account 
of how it is conventionally used can be found in [14]. Our networks will be more 
general. We associate two orientations with each edge rather than just one. We have 
to do this to ensure that every bond graph is realisable as a network. We also use 
the words effort in place of voltage and Jaw in place of current to be consistent with 
bond-graph terminology. We allow transfomlers and gyrators in our networks. We also 
allow circuit elements, such as a pair of mutually coupled inductors, that contain more 
than one edge. These correspond to external vertices of a bond graph that have degree 
greater than one. They will not, however, cause us any problems in showing a bond 
graph and a network are equivalent. 
We shall use the following definitions. Let G be a finite graph, which may have 
self-loops and multiple edges. A cycle of G is a set of edges forming a subgraph 
of G in which every vertex has even degree. A circuit is a cycle, no proper sub- 
graph of which is a cycle. A coboundury is a set of edges of the form (X, Y) = 
{xy E E(G) : x EX, y E V(G)\X;X C V(G)}. A vertex coboundary is the set of edges 
of G incident with a vertex of G. A cutset of G is a set of edges whose deletion 
increases the number of components of G. And a cocircuit is a cutset, no proper sub- 
set of which is a cutset. An oriented edge x3 is an ordered pair (x, y) of vertices of 
G such that xy is an edge of G; it is said to be oriented out of x and into y. Let 
G be an oriented graph with underlying graph G. An oriented circuit of G is a set 
c’= {x3 : xy E C} where C is a circuit of G and the edges of c’ are oriented so that 
exactly one of the two edges of c’ incident with each vertex x of C is oriented out 
of it. An oriented cycle is a union of disjoint oriented circuits. An oriented cocircuit 
(coboundury) of 6 is a set (X3) = {x3 : x EX, y E Y} where (X, Y) is a cocircuit 
(coboundary) of G. Note that the orientation of an edge in the oriented circuits, cocir- 
cuits, etc., of G is independent of its orientation in G. 
A bond graph link is called primitive if it contains no bond elements. A bond graph 
is primitive if it contains no primitive links or, equivalently, no bond elements. A 
primitive (electrical) network 6 comprises a graph G, which may have self-loops and 
multiple edges but not isolated vertices, together with two orientations of each edge 
called the efort orientation and theJlow orientation. We denote the graph obtained by 
taking G with the effort orientation on each edge by G’, and that obtained by taking G 
with the flow orientation on each edge by Gf. Each edge 9 of G has associated with 
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it two variables, its efSort e(g) and its flow f(g). If an edge has a name such as g or 
gig we shall often denote its effort and flow by the corresponding names e or ei and 
f or fi without further explanation. 
Recall that we introduced some vector spaces for bond graphs in Section 7 of [I]. 
We now introduce some of the corresponding vector spaces for primitive networks. 
Let G be a primitive network with edges gi, . . . , gm. A chain on G is an assignment 
of efforts and flows to its edges. The chains on G form a 2m-dimensional real vector 
space which we denote by V or V(z) and call the chain space of G. For i = 1,. . . , m, 
let ei denote the chain defined by 
e(gi> = 1, 4sj> = 0 (j # 9, 
and let fi denote the chain defined by 
f(gj) = 0 for all j 
fkli) = l, f(sj) = 0 (j # 9, e(sj)=O for all j. 
Then [el,...,e,,.fi,...,f,l is a basis for V(6). We also use the symbols ei,. . . , e,, 
fl , . . . , fm for another purpose: if gi is an edge of 6 we denote the corresponding edges 
of Ge and Gr by ei and A respectively. By a cycle ?of G (associated with a cycle fe of 
Ge) we shall mean a chain on (? in which the coefficient of ei is + 1, - 1, or 0 according 
as the edge ei is contained in and oriented with C;, is contained in and oriented against 
Fe, or is not contained in &, and in which the coefficient of fi is 0 for all i. By a 
coboundary l? of G (associated with a coboundary Z?r of Gr) we shall mean a chain on 
G in which the coefficient of fi is +l, - 1, or 0 according as the edge A is contained in 
and oriented with &, is contained in and oriented against fir, or is not contained in Z&, 
and in which the coefficient of ei is 0 for all i. If c’is a cycle and 6 is a coboundaty 
of G we shall denote the corresponding (unoriented) cycle and coboundary of G by C 
and D. If c’ is a cycle of G and g an edge of 6 we define r(g, C) to be the coefficient 
of e in c, while if Y8 is a coboundary of G and g an edge of 6 we define r(g,Z?) to 
be the coefficient off in 8. Let c’be a cycle of G. We associate with c’the equations 
2 T(gi, f)fZ)ei = 0. (1) 
i=l 
This is KirchhofI’s voltage law. Let 6 be a coboundary of G. We associate with 6 
the equations 
2 Z(gi, 6)fi = 0. (2) 
i=l 
This is Kirchhoff’s current law. An assignment of efforts and flows to the edges of G 
will be called feasible if it satisfies Eqs. (1) on every cycle and Eqs. (2) on every 
coboundary of G. 
We define the power on an edge as follows. Let G be a primitive network and let 
gi be an edge of G. Let 
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Fig. 1. Tellegen’s ideal transformer and ideal gyrator 
z_ = t-1 if the effort and flow orientations of gi are the same, 
I 
- 1 if the effort and flow orientations of gi are different. (3) 
Then the power on gi is defined by 
Pj = zieifj. (4) 
The definition is consistent with the usual definition of electrical power as the pro- 
duct of voltage and current. The reason for the sign, 5;, will become clear in 
Theorem 4.5. 
The gyrator was conceived by Tellegen [16] as an electrical network element distinct 
from the transformer that conserves power but does not store it. He describes the 
equations relating the efforts and flows of a transformer and defines those relating the 
efforts and flows of a gyrator. He states that the transformer of Fig. 1 is described 
by the equations ei = Yej and fj = -rfi, while the gyrator is described by e, = 
-Sfj and ej = s f i. In both pairs of equations the important thing is that one of 
the pairs contains a minus sign when we take the relative directions of the voltage and 
current to be the same on both sides of the transformer or gyrator. Thus we make the 
following definition. Let G be a primitive electrical network. A transformer on G is 
an ordered triple (gi, gj, Y) where gi and gj are distinct edges of G and r is a positive 
number called the modulus of the transformer. Associated with a transformer are the 
equations 
ei = Yej and ej = -rirjrei. (5) 
A gyrator on G is an ordered triple (gi,gj,s) where gi and gj are distinct edges of 
G and s is a positive number called the modulus of the gyrator. Associated with a 
gyrator are the equations 
ei = sfj and ej = -TiTjsfi. (6) 
We can now define an electrical network. An (electrical) network c!& is a prim- 
itive network G together with a set X of transformers and gyrators on G such that 
no two members of X have an edge in common. Usually we represent Gy by the 
graph G, drawn with two sets of orientation arrows and with the pairs of edges of 
each transformer or gyrator drawn parallel. We shall often shorten Gx to G when this 
creates no confusion. An assignment of efforts and flows to the edges of 6~ will be 
called valid if (a) it is a feasible assignment of 6, and (b) Eqs. (5) are satisfied at 
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each transformer and Eqs. (6) are satisfied at each gyrator. An edge of r$ is called 
external if it is contained in no member of X and is called internal otherwise. An 
assignment of efforts and flows to the external edges of 6~ will be called feasible if it 
can be extended to a valid assignment on all the edges of 6~. We shall say that two 
networks r$ and i?r are externally equivalent if it is possible to label the external 
edges of GX as gl,..., g,,, and those of Gr as hl,... , h, in such a way that, for each 
set ei ,..., e,, fi ,..., fm of 2m real numbers, the assignment e(gi) = ei and f(gi) = fi 
for each i is feasible in 6~ if and only if the assignment e(hi) = ei and f (hi) = fi 
for each i is feasible in &Y. We shall say that a network Gy and a bond graph B 
are equivalent if it is possible to label the external edges of (?& as gi,. . . , gm and the 
external bonds of B as b 1,. . . , b, in such a way that, for each set ei,. . . , e,, f 1,. . . , f m 
of 2m real numbers, the assignment e(gi) = ei and f (gi) = f i for each i is feasible in 
Gx if and only if the assignment e(bi) = ei and f (bi) = f i for each i is feasible in B. 
We shall say that a bond graph is realisable if there exists a network equivalent to it. 
3. Fundamental oriented circuit and cocircuit matrices 
In this section we shall define the fundamental oriented circuit and cocircuit matrices 
of primitive networks and primitive standard bond graphs. The definitions of the fun- 
damental oriented circuit and cocircuit matrices of a primitive network are essentially 
the same as those of an oriented graph. We include them for clarity and completeness. 
A forest is a graph without loops, and a skeleton of a graph G is a subgraph that is 
a forest and contains all the vertices of G. 
Let G be a primitive network and let S be a skeleton of 6. We denote the cor- 
responding skeletons of ze and Gr by 3, and Sr respectively. Let 91,. . . , gk be the 
edges of S and let gk+l,. . . , gm be the edges of E(G) \ S. For each i (k + 1 < i 6 m) 
let G be the unique oriented circuit of (? in 3, U {ei} in which ei has coefficient 1 
and let Ci be the corresponding unoriented circuit of G. And for each i (1 d i < k) 
let $i be the unique oriented cocircuit of (? in (E(c$) \ 3,) U {J} in which J; has 
coefficient 1 and let Di be the corresponding unoriented cocircuit of G. Let ?s be the 
matrix [Gjl(m-k)xm where cii = r(gj,c+k) and let Cs be the matrix [I~i~l](,+k)~~. We 
call cs and CS the fundamental oriented circuit and fundamental unoriented circuit 
matrices of G associated with S. Let d, be the matrix [dij]kxm where dij = Z(gj, 6i) 
and let Ds be the matrix []dij]]kxm. We call ds and Ds the fundamental oriented 
cocircuit and fundamental unoriented cocircuit matrices of G associated with S. The 
fundamental oriented circuits and cocircuits of c associated with S, or simply the 
oriented S-circuits and S-cocircuits of G, are the cs and Y@s defined above. The 
fundamental unoriented circuits and cocircuits of G associated with S, or simply 
the unoriented S-circuits and S-cocircuits of G, are the Cis and Dis defined above. 
Fig. 2 shows the oriented graphs ze and zf associated with a network G. The 
skeletons S, and Sr corresponding to a skeleton S of G are indicated by bold lines. 
The oriented S-circuits of 6 are ($ = ei + e2 - e3 + e4 and C5 = -e2 + e5, and the 
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oriented S-cocircuits of 6 are 6, =fi +fb, 62 = f2 +f4 - fs and 63 = fs - f4. From 
these we obtain the matrices 
c = +1 +l -1 +1 
s 
[ 0 -1 01 0 +;I> Gs= [; : :I 
1 0 1 0 1 ’ 
fl 0 0 +1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
a, = 0 $1 0 +1 -1 ) Ds= 0 1 0 1 1 . 
0 0 $1 -1 0 
1 [ 
0 0 1 1 0 1 
We now introduce some more vector spaces. Let G be a primitive network with 
el 
ze & 
Fig. 2. The oriented graphs g’, and c?& associated with a network g. 
m edges labelled gi , . , gm. Let D be the set of all oriented cycles and coboundaries 
of G. The deJining space of 6 is defined to be V&f = V&f(G) = (D) (where (D) 
denotes the subspace spanned by the vectors in 0). Clearly a chain c represents a 
feasible assignment (that is, satisfying Eqs. (1) on each oriented cycle and (2) on 
each oriented coboundary) if and only if c . v = 0 for all v in v&f, where denotes 
dot product with respect to the basis [el,. . . ,e,,fi,. . . , fm]. Let S be a skeleton of 
6. It is well known that every oriented cycle of 6 can be expressed as a sum of 
oriented S-circuits, and that every oriented coboundary of G can be expressed as a 
sum of oriented S-cocircuits. It is also well known that the spaces spanned by the 
oriented S-circuits and oriented S-cocircuits of 6 have dimensions v - c and m + c - c 
respectively, where v is the number of vertices and c is the number of components 
of G. Thus dim V&f = (v - c) + (m + c - u) = m, and a chain c represents a feasible 
assignment for G if and only if c . V = 0 for every oriented S-circuit or S-cocircuit V 
of G. It follows that the set U = U(z) of feasible assignments of G is the orthogonal 
complement of V&f(G) in V(z) and so is a vector space of dimension 2m - m = m. 
We call U(G) the solution space of G. 
We now define the fundamental oriented and unoriented cocircuit and circuit ma- 
trices of a primitive standard bond graph; the fundamental unoriented cocircuit ma- 
trix was used by Asher [l]. Let B be a primitive standard bond graph with external 
bonds bl, . . . , b, incident with junctions J1 , . , J, respectively. For convenience sup- 
pose that JI,..., Jk are O-junctions and Jk+l, . . . , J,,, are l-junctions. In [I] we showed 
that el,.‘.,ek,fk+l,..., f,,, form a consistent set of input variables, which we called 
the standard input variables of B. And f I,..., fk,ek+i,. ..,e, are the corresponding 
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standard output variables. It is easy to check that the standard output variables are 
uniquely determined by the equations 
flroi Oijfj (i= I,...,k), 
j=ktl 
ei=oi 2 CTufj (i=k+ 1,...,112), 
j=l 
(7) 
where 
~, = +l if bi is directed into 4, 
I 
1 -1 if bi is directed out of Ji 
(8) 
and 
+l if there is a bond power-directed from Ji to Jj, 
Oij = 
i 
-1 if there is a bond power-directed from Ji to Ji, (9) 
0 if Jj and Ji are not joined by a bond. 
Let T={bl,..., bk}. We call T the natural base of B. It will correspond in an intuitive 
way to a skeleton of a graph. In fact it is possible to define other bases of a bond 
graph, but we do not need to do so. Let 6, be the Kronecker delta and let J?.T be the 
matrix [e$](,+_k)xm where eb = ei+kj and 
I 
--aiaij if j d k, 
eij = 6, otherwise. 
(10) 
Let ET be the matrix [(eij(](m_k)xm. We call I?T and ET the fundamental oriented and 
unoriented circuit matrices of B. For each i (k + 1 < i Q m) let c = eiiei +. . + eimem 
and let &i = {bj: Jeu( = 1). W e call 6 and Ei fundamental oriented and unoriented 
circuits of B. Let $r be the matrix [f q]kx,,, where 
(11) 
Let FT be the IIlhX [Ifijl]kxm. We call I’m and FT the fundamental oriented and 
unoriented cocircuit matrices of B. For each i (1 < i < k) let $ = filfi: +. . . +A,,, f,,, 
and let 3i = {bj : 1 f ijJ = 1). We call & and 3i fundamental oriented and unoriented 
cocircuits of B. It follows from Eqs. (8), (9) and (11) that 3i consists of bi and the 
external bonds on the l-junctions neighbouring Ji. 
Consider the bond graph of Fig. 3, which we have chosen because it is equivalent 
to the network of Fig. 2. Its natural base T is the set of edges {bl, bz, bj}. And we 
can obtain from it the matrices 
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i 
+1 0 0 
Ps = O+l 0 
0 0 +l 
b2 - B 
Fig. 3. A primitive standard bond graph. 
+1 0 
+1 -1 
-1 0 
1 
Fs= 
[ 100 
, 0 1 0 
001 1 0 
1 1 . 
1 0 1 
These give fundamental oriented circuits 24 = et + e2 - es + e4 and 2; = -e2 + e5, 
and fundamental oriented cocircuits ?i =fi +f4, $2 =fz ff4 - fr and & = f3 - f4. If 
we compare these with the oriented S-circuits and S-cocircuits of Fig. 2, we see that 
gr = ?s, Fr = ds, etc. We shall devote the remainder of this section to showing that 
we can test whether or not a primitive network and a primitive standard bond graph 
are equivalent by comparing their fundamental oriented circuit and cocircuit matrices. 
The main result of this section will appear in Theorem 3.3. 
Let B be a primitive standard bond graph with external bonds labelled bi, . . . , b,,, 
so that {bl,..., bk} is the natural base of B. Let V&B) be the subspace of V,,(B) 
spanned by the fundamental oriented circuits and cocircuits of B. Then it is easy to 
check that, since every feasible assignment for B must satisfy Eqs. (7), if c is a chain 
that represents a feasible assignment then c . d = 0 for each d E VD(B). Thus, if W 
is the orthogonal complement in V,, o f U, V&B)CW. But dimW=2m-m=m. 
And, since the fundamental oriented circuits and cocircuits of B are independent of 
each other, dim VD(B) = k + (m - k) = m. So VD(B) = W. It follows that a chain c 
represents a feasible assignment for B if and only if c . V = 0 for each fundamental 
oriented circuit and cocircuit V of B. We have now proved most of the first theorem 
of this section. 
Theorem 3.1. Let B be a primitive standard bond graph and let T be its natural 
base. Let 6 be a primitive network. Then B and G are equivalent if and only if there 
is a skeleton S of z such that ds = FT and es = ET. 
Proof. Suppose that there is a skeleton S of g such that & = Fr and es = ~?r. Then 
the oriented S-circuits (S-cocircuits) of C? are equal to the fundamental oriented circuits 
(cocircuits) of B. Hence Vder(@= VD(B). It follows that U(z)= U(B): that is, B and 
G are equivalent. 
Suppose conversely that B and 6 are equivalent. Label the external bonds of B as 
bl,. ., b, so that (for some k) T = {bl,. . ., bk}. Let yi,. . . ,Tk be the fundamental 
oriented circuits of B and let E’ k+i, . . . , &, be the fundamental oriented cocircuits of B. 
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Let F and E be the subspaces of V,,(B) spanned by 91,. . . , ?k and .!$+I,. . . ,Fm re- 
spectively. For each i (1 < i < m), label the edge of 6 corresponding to bi as gi. Then 
V&B)=V&@; soF=V~(B)n(fi,...,f,)=Vdef(~)nVi,...,f,), which is the vector 
space spanned by the oriented coboundaries of Gf. Hence each 3i (1 < i < k) is an ori- 
ented coboundary of Gf. Let 3 ,, . . . ,3k be the corresponding unoriented coboundaries 
of G. Then, for each i (1 < i < k), 3i \ {gk+t, . . . , gm} is an unoriented coboundary 
of G - {gk+l,..., grn). But 3 \ {gk+l,.*. ,gm} consists of a single edge gi; so the 
graph S whose edges are 91,. . . , gk is a forest. And if S’ is a skeleton containing S 
then 3,, . . . ,& are oriented S-cocircuits of G. But $1,. . . , .?$ span the unoriented 
coboundary space of Gf; so S = S’. Thus S is a skeleton and $1,. . . , ?k are oriented 
S-cocircuits of 6. And E = V&B) fl (el,. _ . , em) = Vdef(z) fl (Q ,...,e,), which is the 
vector space spanned by the oriented S-circuits of G;. It follows that &+I,. . . , L?,, are 
the oriented S-circuits of G’, & = $r and 2,s = I!?,. 0 
The boolean sum or symmetric difSerence of two sets A and B is given by AAB = 
(A u B) \ (A n B). By a block of a graph G we shall mean a maximal 2-connected 
subgraph, or a subgraph comprising a cut-edge (cutset containing a single edge) and 
its two incident vertices, or a subgraph comprising a number of parallel edges that 
form an unoriented cutset together with their two incident vertices, or a self-loop and 
its incident vertex. Birkett and Roe [3] make an observation similar to part (a) of the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Let B be a primitive standard bond graph and suppose z is an equivalent 
primitive network. Label the external bonds of B as bl, . . . , b, and the corresponding 
edges of G as 91,. . . , g,,, respectively. Then 
(a) bi and bj lie in the same component of B if and only if gi and gj lie in the 
same block of 6, and 
(b) if C is a component of B then either Zi = Oi whenever bi is an external bond 
of C or zi = -gi whenever bi is an external bond of C. 
Proof. Let T be the natural base of B and let S be the corresponding skeleton of 6. 
(a) Suppose gi and gj are distinct edges in the same block H of G. Then, since 
H is 2-connected, gi and gj are contained in an unoriented circuit C. We can write 
C = c; n . . . n CL, where Ci,. . . , C: are some of the unoriented S-circuits of G, and, 
since C is connected, we may suppose without loss of generality that each Ci is not 
disjoint from Cl n . . . n CL-t. For each CL, let Ei be the corresponding fundamental 
unoriented circuit of B. It is easy to check that, for each h, every bond of EL lies in 
the same component of B. Hence all the bonds of UL=, &A lie in the same component 
of B, and thus, since gi and gj EC, bi and bj also lie in the same component of B. 
Suppose conversely that bi and bj are distinct external bonds in the same component 
of B. Then their junctions are connected by a path P whose vertices are alternately 
O-junctions and l-junctions since B is primitive and standard. Label these junctions as 
Jl,. . . , J,. in order along P and label their external bonds as bi,. . . , b:, where bi= b’, and 
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bj=bL. If Jh is a O-junction, let &I: be the fundamental unoriented circuit of B containing 
b; and let CA be the corresponding unoriented S-circuit of G. If 2 < h f r - 1, then 
&I: contains bk_,, bj, and b;,,, and so Cl, contains the corresponding edges gL_, , g; 
and gL+, of G, which are therefore in the same block. Similarly, gi and gi are in the 
same block of G if J1 is a O-junction, and g:_, and gi are in the same block of G if 
J, is a O-junction. It follows that gi = gi and gj = g: are in the same block of G, as 
required. 
(b) Let bi and bj be external bonds of B whose incident junctions are joined by 
a single bond. Then we may assume that bi is incident with a l-junction and bj is 
incident with a O-junction. Let S be the skeleton of 6 corresponding to the natural base 
of B, as in Theorem 3.1. Let fi be the fundamental oriented cocircuit of B containing 
fi: with coefficient 1 and let .!$ be the fundamental oriented circuit of B containing e, 
with coefficient 1. Let G and sj be the corresponding oriented S-cocircuit and oriented 
S-circuit of 6. Let flj, eji, dij and cji be the coefficients of fi in $i, ei in c, 4 in 
6l and ei in c respectively. Then d, = f ij and cji = eji. From Eqs. (10) and (11) 
J',, = -OiOij and eji = -ojOji. And Oij = -glj by Eq. (9). Hence 
d, = fii = --aiOi, = OiOji = CiOjej; = -tJiOjcji. (12) 
Let zf and ?r be the components of Gf \ 6j that are not components of Gf, and 
let ze and pe be the corresponding subgraphs of G’,. Then ej is the only edge of S, 
joining ze and Fe,. And, among the e, with nonzero coefficient in c, only ei is not an 
edge of 3,. Hence, among the e, with nonzero coefficient in c, exactly two, ei and ej, 
are edges joining J?e and Fe,. It follows that fi and fj join _$r and ?r, and we may 
suppose without loss of generality that f; is oriented from & to ?f. Since fij contains 
JI: with coefficient d,i, f; must be oriented from & to ?r or from ff to & according 
as dji = + 1 or -1. Since ei and ej are the only two edges of z’, joining 2e and Fe, 
cij = +l or -1 according as ei and ej are oriented different ways or the same way 
from Pe to 2e. Thus cii = +l or -1 according as rj = -Tidij or rj = +zidij. It follows 
from this that 
d, = -Zitjcji. (13) 
And, comparing Eqs. (12) and (13), we get ri/oi = rj/aj. The result follows. q 
The next result is the main result of this section. Although it does not tell us how 
to construct a bond graph from a primitive electrical network or a primitive electrical 
network from a primitive standard bond graph, it will be useful in proving that the 
constructions given in the next two sections work. 
Theorem 3.3. Let B be a primitive standard bond graph and let T be its natural base. 
Label the external bonds of B as bl,. . . , b, so that Cfor some k) T = {bl,. . , , bk}. Let 
z be a primitive network. Then B and G are equivalent if and only if it is possible 
to label the edges of 6 as g1 , . . . , g,,, in such a way that S = {gl, . . . , gk} is a skeleton 
of c, ds = @T, and whenever C is a component of B then either Ti = a, for every i 
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such that bi is an external bond of C or ri = -ci for every i such that bi is an 
external bond of C. 
Proof. ‘Only if’ follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. We get ‘if’ as follows. 
If cri = -ri for all external bonds bi on some component of B, then we may apply the 
basic equivalence operation BEO, described in [I], which reverses the power directions 
of all the bonds in that component and results in a bond graph acausally equivalent to 
B. Thus we may assume without loss of generality that ri = ci for every external bond 
bi of B. 
It remains to show that 2.s = i?r. Let Ext (B) denote the set of external bonds of 
B. Let bi E Ext (B) \ T and let 6 be the fundamental oriented circuit of B containing 
bi with coefficient 1. Suppose c contains ej with nonzero coefficient eij. Then bi and 
bj are joined by a bond; so the fundamental oriented cocircuit .Fj of B containing fi 
with coefficient 1 also contains A with nonzero coefficient _fij. And, from Eqs. (10) 
and (ll), 
eij = -0ifJij = OiOji = -aiOjfji. (14) 
Let 6 be the oriented S-circuit of G containing ei with coefficient one, and let 6j be 
the oriented S-cocircuit of g containing & with coefficient one. Then, since sj = .Fj, 
8j contains Ji’ with coefficient fji; SO c contains ej with some nonzero coefficient cij. 
Using exactly the same argument as we used in the proof of Lemma 3.2(b), we get 
cij = + 1 or - 1 according as rj = -ri f q or rj = fri f ij. Hence Cij = + 1 or - 1 according 
as aj = -aifij or aj = +aifij. It follows that cij = -ajaifji. Thus, from Eq. (14), 
cij = eij. It follows that C? = 6, that & = z~, and that B and G are equivalent. 0 
Recall from Section 2 that a bond graph is called primitively realisable if it is 
equivalent to a primitive network. Let m > k > 0 and let F = [fij]kxm, where f ij = 
biJ+,_k if j > m - k and f q can take any of the values - 1, 0 or + 1 otherwise. 
We call F an oriented cocircuit matrix and say that @ is primitively realisable (as a 
network 6 and skeleton S) if there is a primitive network G and skeleton S of G such 
that 3s =2. Let F = [Ifijl]kxm. Then we call F an unoriented cocircuit matrix and 
say that F is primitively real&able (as a graph G and skeleton S) if there is a graph 
G and a skeleton S of G such that F = Ds(G), the fundamental oriented cocircuit 
matrix of G associated with S. Note that the fundamental oriented cocircuit matrix 
of a primitive standard bond graph is an oriented cocircuit matrix. Thus we have the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 3.4. Let B be a primitive standard bond graph and let T be its natural 
base. Then B is primitively realisable if and only if pr is primitively realisable. 
Proof. If B is primitively realisable it follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 that 
@r(B) is primitively realisable. 
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Conversely suppose that @T(B) is primitively real&able as a network (? and skeleton 
S. Label the external bonds of B as bl, . . . , b, and the corresponding edges of G as 
91,. . , g,,, respectively, and change the orientations of the edges of 6’, so that o2 = z, 
for each i (1 < i < m). Then B and z are equivalent by Theorem 3.3. 0 
The proof of the following theorem is straightforward and is left to the reader. 
Theorem 3.5. A primitive standard bond graph B is primitively realisable if and only 
if its components are primitively realisable. Moreover, ifB is equivalent to a primitive 
network z, there is a 1 : 1 correspondence between the components of B and the 
blocks of 6 such that each component of B is equivalent to the corresponding block 
of G. 
4. Bond graphs and networks 
This section will discuss how to obtain a bond graph equivalent to an electrical 
network. It will first present and justify formally a method for constructing a primitive 
bond graph from a primitive network. The method differs only in minor respects from 
that presented, without formal justification, by Rosenberg and Karnopp [15, pp. 72-751. 
It will then discuss very briefly other possible methods for constructing bond graphs 
from primitive networks. Rosenberg and Karnopp give some examples of bond graphs 
constructed from networks with transformers and gyrators. However, the method of 
their examples will not work for all networks. We shall present and justify formally a 
method for constructing a bond graph from any network. Then we shall present and 
justify a method constructing a network from any given bond graph. The section will 
end with a statement of Tellegen’s Theorem [17] for networks. 
We shall now describe a method for constructing a primitive bond graph from a 
primitive network. It is adapted from Rosenberg and Karnopp’s method with two dif- 
ferences: we start from a pair of orientations rather than just one, and we do not delete 
any ‘reference’ vertices. In fact, the bond graph we construct is singular (as defined in 
[II]); we construct a singular bond graph because it will make it easier to prove that it 
is equivalent to the primitive network we start from. It is easy to check that every O- 
junction in the bond graph we construct is singular and we can delete any one of them 
to yield a nonsingular bond graph that is acausally equivalent. This can be interpreted 
as saying that a O-junction corresponding to a ‘reference vertex’ or ‘ground node’ will 
be singular, and justifies the method given by Rosenberg and Kamopp. Construction 
4.1 is illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Construction 4.1. Let (? be a primitive network. 
1. For each vertex of z draw a O-junction. 
2. For each edge of z draw a l-junction. 
3. If a vertex and edge are incident in G join the corresponding junctions with a 
bond that is power-directed in the same direction as the edge in Gc,. 
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Fig. 4. A network and its RK bond graph. 
4. Attach an external bond to each l-junction. Direct it into or out of the junction 
according as the corresponding edges in 6, and Gf are or are not directed the same way. 
We call the bond graph so constructed the RK bond graph of G. 
Let 6 be a primitive network with edges 91,. . . , g,,,, and let v be a vertex of G. 
The oriented vertex coboundary of v is the chain on G in which the coefficient of ei 
is 0 for all i, and the coefficient of A is + 1, - 1, or 0 according as the edge J of 
Gf is directed into V, directed out of v, or incident zero or two times with v. Thus 
each oriented vertex coboundary of 6 is an oriented coboundary of c?‘, and it is easy 
to check that the oriented vertex coboundaries of G span the space spanned by the 
oriented coboundaries of z. Recall from [I] that, if b is a bond and v a vertex of a 
bond graph B, then we define 
+l if b is power-directed into v, 
a(b, v) = -1 if b is power-directed out of v, 
0 if b is not incident with v. 
Theorem 4.2. Let 6 be a primitive network and let B be its RK bond graph. Then 
B and g are equivalent. 
Proof. We prove the result by identifying the chain spaces of B and 6 and showing, 
first, that every oriented vertex coboundary of G is contained in V&B) fl V,,(B), and, 
second, that every oriented S-circuit corresponding to some skeleton S of C? is also 
contained in V&B) fl V,,(B). 
For each edge of 6 there is a corresponding l-junction of B. If gi is an edge of G 
we shall denote the l-junction by ai and the external bond on ai by bi. Note, by Eqs. 
(3) and (8) and step 4, that ci = zi for each edge gi of G. 
Suppose u is a vertex of 6 and w is the corresponding O-junction of B. Let gi, . . . , gr 
be the edges of G that are incident with U, so that w is adjacent to l-junctions VI,. . . , v,.. 
For each i (i=l,..., r), let bi be the bond joining vi to w. Let 5 be the oriented vertex 
coboundary of u. Then it is easy to see that 
8 = 2 a(b;, w)JI: = 2 a(b;, w)J’ + k a(b:, w)W -A’). 
i=l i=l i=l 
(15) 
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But CT==, cr(bi,w)x’ and 3 -fi (1 d i < r) are members of V&(B) by [I, Eqs. (I) 
and (Z)]; so 5 E ~d~f(B). Hence 23 f Y&f(B) n Vex(B), since 23 E Y,,(B). 
Let S be a skeleton of 6 and let et E E(Ge) \ Se. Let c’ be the oriented S-circuit 
of G containing et. Then we may write c’= ctet + . . . + crer, where et,. . . , e, are 
the edges of c” listed in the order in which we encounter them as we trace l?, and c, 
(1 < i < r) equals +I or - 1 according as ei is or is not directed the same way in 
<as ei. Let gl , . . _ ,gr be the edges of G corresponding to ei,. . . ,e,. Then Vi is the 
l-junction corresponding to gi and bi is its external bond. For convenience we shall 
reduce subscripts modulo r. Then for each i (I < i d r), there is a vertex common 
to gi and g,+l. Let wi be the corresponding O-junction. Label the bonds joining Vi 
to wi and wi-1 as bi and 6; respectively. Now note that c1 = CI = 1 if and only if 
rr(bt,~) = o(b;,ut) and gi = ~ii, or a(bf,~) = -a(bT,vi) and CT~ = -01. Therefore 
ci =o(bT,t+)~i; SO c~c~o(~~,z+)= 1 and cieio(bf,tii)= -1. Hence 
c’= 2 ciei 
I=1 
= 2 Ci(ii (CT(bi, Ui)ei + a(b:,ui)ef + cr(bT,ai>ei> + k(ei+4 - ei>. (16) 
j=l i-1 
But e(bi, ui)ei + o(bj,vi)e: + o(bf,uf)e; and ei+i - ei are members of Y&f(B) by [I, 
Eqs. (1) and (2)]; so ?E V&f(B)_ Hence EE V&f(B) n V,,(B), since CE V&B). 
Now I&f(G) is the subspace of Y(G) generated by the oriented vertex coboundaries 
of Gf and the oriented S-circuits of 2. It follows from this and Eqs. (15) and ( 16) that 
vdef(& 2 I/aef(B) n V,,(B). Thus (&f(B) n &@))L &tva,f@)>‘. Hence Y,(B) n 
v&f(B) I-7 &#wL c(vdef(&)i. But u(B) = %@) fI (kbef@) n &@)>' by [I, 
Lemma 6.11, and U(G) = (v&$f(G))i by definition. And dim U(B) = dim U(G); so 
U(B) = U(G). The result follows. 17 
We now extend Constmction 4.1 to get a method for const~eting a bond graph 
from any network. Suppose 6~ is a network and B a bond graph equivalent to G. 
To construct a bond graph equivalent to Gx we could try to join the bonds &i and bj 
corresponding to each transformer or gyrator (gi,gj,r) of X with a bond element of 
modulus r. This is what Rosenberg and Karnopp do in their examples. However, for 
this to work we need gi = -aj. This does not always happen. In particular, it does not 
happen if the network contains components Gt, . . . , Gzt_t such that for each pair Gi, 
Gi+t (reducing subscripts modulo 2t) there is a transformer (g,h,r) such that g E Gi 
and hEGi+i. We get round this problem by introducing some extra O-junctions in the 
method outlined below. 
Cons~~c~on 4.3. Let (& be a network. 
1. Let B be the RR bond graph of G. 
2. For each transformer (gi,gj,r) of 6~ the corresponding external bonds bi and 
bj of B must be arranged in one of the four forms on the left of Fig. 5. Join them 
together to give the corresponding path on the right of Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. Inserting transformers in Construction 4.3. 
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Fig. 6. Inserting gyrators in Construction 4.3. 
3. For each gyrator (gi,gj,s) of C& the corresponding external bonds bi and bj of 
B must be arranged in one of the four forms on the left of Fig. 6. Join them together 
to give the corresponding path on the right of Fig. 6. 
We shall now show that the bond graph we have constructed is equivalent to &. 
Theorem 4.4. Let GX be a network and let B be the bond graph constructed from it 
by Construction 4.3. Then B and & are equivalent. 
Proof. Let B’ be the RK bond graph of c?. Label the external edges of 6,~ as 91,. . . , gm 
and the internal edges as gm+t, . . . , g,,. Label the corresponding bonds of B and B’ as 
br,..., b, and bi,..., b;. Suppose et,. . . , e,, f 1,. . . , f,, is a set of 2n real numbers such 
that the assignment e(gi) = ej and f(gi) = fi for each i is valid in 6~. Note that, for 
each edge gi of z, the corresponding external bond bi of B is directed into or out of 
its 1 -junction according as ri equals t 1 or - 1 since Ci = ri. Then it is easy to check 
from Fig. 5 that, if bi and bj are the bonds of B corresponding to the edges gi and 
gj of the transformer (gi,gj,r) of Gx, then the assignment e(bi) = ei and f(bi) = fi 
satisfies Eqs. (5). Similarly, it is easy to check from Fig. 6 that, if bi and bj are the 
bonds of B corresponding to the edges gi and gj of the gyrator (gi,gj,S) of &, then 
the assignment e(bi) = ei and f (bi) = f i satisfies Eqs. (6). 
Let e l,...,e,,fl,..., f,,, be a set of 2m real numbers. Then the assignment e(gi)=ei 
and f (gi) = f i for each i ( 1 < i < m) is feasible in 6~ if and only if there are 2(n - m) 
real numbers e,,,+t,. . ,e,,, f,,,+l,. . ., f,, such that the assignment e(gi)=ei and f (gi)= fi 
for each i (1 < i < n) is feasible in C? and satisfies Eqs. (5) for each transformer and 
Eqs. (6) for each gyrator in X. By Theorem 4.2, this holds if and only if the assignment 
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e(bi) = e, and f(b:) = fi for each i (1 < i < n) is feasible in B’ and satisfies Eqs. (5) 
whenever (gi,gj,r) is a transformer of G and Eqs. (6) whenever (gi,gj,s) is a gyrator 
of G. And this holds if and only if the assignment e(bi) = ei and f(bi) = fi for each 
i (1 d i < m) is feasible in B. The result follows. 0 
There are other methods for constructing a bond graph from a primitive network. 
Wellstead [22] and Birkett and Roe [3] suggest a method, which may be thought of 
as the dual of Rosenberg and Karnopp’s, in which a junction is drawn for each face 
of a primitive plane network. The trouble with this method is that not every primitive 
network is planar and even if we are dealing with a planar network we still have the 
problem of finding a plane drawing of it. We have found another method. Suppose 
G is a primitive network with its edges labelled 91,. . . , gm so that S = {gl , . , gk} 
is a skeleton of G. For each i, draw an external bond bi incident with a l-junction 
Ui (1 G i 6 k) or with a O-junction wi (k + 1 Q i < m). Join the l-junction Ui to the 
O-junction wi whenever gj is contained in the unoriented S-cocircuit of G containing 
gi. Then power directions can be assigned, in much the same way as they were in 
constructing the RK bond graph, to give a bond graph equivalent to G. This method 
has the possible advantage of constructing a standard bond graph (from which it is 
easy to write down a set of output equations), but it does require more work than the 
construction of the RK bond graph. 
We shall now see how to obtain a network from a bond graph. Recall that by [I, 
Theorem 5.41 every bond graph B is acausally equivalent to a standard bond graph 
Bs, which can be constructed from B. Clearly we can apply operation PE22’ of [I] 
to insert a transformer of modulus 1 in each primitive internal link of Bs, thereby 
obtaining another standard bond graph B$ that is acausally equivalent to B and has no 
primitive internal links. We illustrate the following construction in Fig. 7. Note that 
the effort and flow orientations of the external edges in the final network are taken to 
be the same. 
Construction 4.5. Let B be a bond graph. Label the external bonds of B as bl, . . . , b,. 
1. Let B$ be a standard bond graph that is acausally equivalent to B and has no prim- 
itive internal links. Let bi be the external bond of B$ corresponding to bi (1 < i < m) 
and let bh,,,..., bh be the internal bonds of B$. 
2. For each O-junction Ji of B’ incident with an external bond bi, draw a graph 
Gi consisting of an edge gi and one edge gj parallel to gi for each internal bond b; 
incident with Ji. Effort-orient all the edges of Gi the same way, and flow-orient each 
edge gj of Gi with or against its effort orientation according as o(b$Ji) = +l or - 1 
to get a primitive network Zi. 
3. For each 1 -junction Ji of B’ incident with an external bond bi, draw a graph 
Gi consisting of an unoriented circuit containing an edge gi and one edge gj for 
each internal bond b$ incident with Ji. Flow-orient all the edges of Gi the same way, 
and effort-orient each edge gj of Gi with or against its flow orientation according as 
o(b$, Ji) = + 1 or - 1 to get a primitive network Zi. 
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Fig. 7. A standard bond graph and equivalent network to illustrate Construction 4.5. 
4. Let (? be the primitive network whose components are 61,. . . , &,. 
5. If bi and Z$ are bonds of Bk incident with a transformer of Bk of modulus Y 
satisfying e: = reJ and fj = rfi, let (gi, gj, r) be a transformer on &. 
6. If bi’ and bj’ are bonds of B$ incident with a gyrator of B$ of modulus s satisfying 
e; = sfJ and eJ = sfj, let (gj,gj,s) be a gyrator on G. 
7. Let X be the union of all the transformers and gyrators on G to form a network 
&. 
We shall now prove that B and 6~ are equivalent. 
Theorem 4.6. Euery bond graph is realisable. 
Proof. Let B be a bond graph, and let I& be the network constructed by Construction 
4.5. Let er, . . . , e,, fi, . . . ,fm be a set of 2m real numbers. Then, with the terminology 
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of Construction 4.5, the assignment e(bi) = ei and f(bi) = fi for each i (1 d i < m) 
is feasible in B if and only if the assignment e(bi) = ei and f(bi) = fi for each i 
(1 d i d m) is feasible in B$. This happens if and only if there are 2(n - m) real 
numbers e,+i, . . , e,, f,,,+l,. . , f,, such that the assignment e(bi) = ei and f(b:) = fi 
for each i (1 < i < n) is valid in B&. This happens if and only if the assignment 
e(gi) = ei and f(gi) = fi for each i (1 d i < n) is feasible in r? and satisfies Eqs. (5) 
for each transformer and Eqs. (6) for each gyrator. And this happens if and only if 
the assignment e(gi)=ei and f(gi)=fi f or each i (1 < i < m) is feasible in &. The 
result follows. 0 
Theorem 4.6 can be seen as the converse of Theorem 4.4. It is not, however, very 
satisfying in that the resulting bond graph will, in general, use more transformers and 
gyrators than necessary even if the bond graph is primitive. What we really want to 
do is to find a method for constructing networks that uses as few transformers and 
gyrators as possible. We approach this problem in the next two sections by looking 
at when a bond graph might be realisable as a primitive network. In Section 7 we 
shall describe a construction for finding a network equivalent to a bond graph that, in 
general, uses fewer transformers and gyrators than Construction 4.5. 
The next theorem follows easily from Theorem 4.4 and [I, Theorem 1.11. It is called 
Tellegen’s Theorem for networks after Tellegen [ 171. It is a consequence of Kirchhoff s 
laws (Eqs. (1) and (2)) and the laws (Eqs. (5) and (6)) governing transformers and 
gyrators, and implies conservation of power. 
Here we see the reason for the sign ri in Eq. (6). 
Theorem 4.1. Let & be a network with external edges 91,. . . , g,,, and internal edges 
g,+l,...,g,. Let el ,..., e,,fl,..., f,, and ei ,..., eh,f’, ,..., fi be two sets of 2n real 
numbers uch that the assignments e(gi) = ei and f (gi) = f, for each i and e(gi) = e: 
and f (gi) = f l for each i are both valid in 6~. Then 
2 Pi =k zieifi=O. 
i=l i=l 
Moreover, if 6x contains no gyrators, then 
i; Tieif; =O. 
i=l 
5. A necessary and sufficient condition for primitive realisahility 
We now turn our attention from realisability to primitive realisability. 
In this section we derive a result that gives a necessary and sufficient condition for 
primitive realisability. We shall use this result in Section 6 where we derive a method 
for constructing a primitive network from a primitively realisable bond graph. All the 
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results in this section are results about primitive standard bond graphs. By [I, Theorem 
5.41 every bond graph is acausally equivalent to a standard bond graph. Moreover an 
algorithm is given implicitly in [I] and explicitly in [8] for constructing a standard bond 
graph from a given bond graph. Thus we need only consider standard bond graphs. The 
following lemma tells us why we need only consider primitive standard bond graphs. 
Lemma 5.1. Let B be a bond graph. Suppose B is acausally equivalent to a standard 
bond graph B’ that contains either a transformer of modulus other than 1, or a 
gyrator. Then B is not primitively realisable. 
Proof. Let T be the natural base of B’. Then the flow variables on the bonds in T and 
the effort variables on the bonds in Ext (B’) \ T are the standard output variables of 
B’. Suppose B is primitively realisable. Then, since B’ and B are acausally equivalent, 
Fr(B’) is primitively realisable as a network 6 and a skeleton S. Call the flow variables 
on the edges of S and the effort variables on the edges of E(G) \ S the output variables 
of G’, and call the remaining variables on the edges of 6 the input variables of G. 
Then it is easy to see that an external variable of B’ is a standard output variable 
or standard input variable according as the corresponding variable of 6 is an output 
variable or an input variable. By Eqs. (1) and (2) each effort output variable of G 
can be expressed uniquely as a sum of the input variables in which each effort input 
variable has coefficient + 1, - 1 or 0 and each flow input variable has coefficient 0. 
Similarly, each flow output variable of G can be expressed uniquely as a sum of the 
input variables in which each flow input variable has coefficient + 1, - 1 or 0 and each 
effort input variable has coefficient 0. If B’ contains a transformer of modulus other 
than one then some effort standard output variable will be expressed as a sum of the 
input variables in which some effort standard input variable has coefficient other than 
+ 1, - 1 or 0. And if B’ contains a gyrator then either some effort standard output 
variable will be expressed as a sum of the input variables in which some flow standard 
input variable has nonzero coefficient or some flow standard output variable will be 
expressed as a sum of the input variables in which some effort standard input variable 
has nonzero coefficient. In any case the supposition that B is primitively realisable is 
contradicted. The result follows. 0 
We require the following lemma to prove Theorem 5.3. 
Lemma 5.2. Let z be an oriented connected graph with a skeleton S, and let $1 
and $2 be oriented S-cocircuits of 6, with corresponding unoriented S-cocircuits VI 
and D2. 
(a) If Dl and YD2 have exactly one edge d in common, which has opposite coefJ 
cients in 81 and $2, then 81 + $2 is an oriented cocircuit of c?. 
(b) If 2)1 and Vz have exactly two edges d and d’ in common, then either d and 
d’ both have the same coeficient in 61 as in &, or they both have the opposite 
coefficient in 32 from that in $1. 
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Proof. Let st and s2 be the edges of Vi and Vz in S, and let Xi, X2 and Z be the 
vertex-sets of the three components of S \ { s~,sz}, labelled so that si joins Xi and Z 
and s2 joins X2 and Z. 
(a) Since d joins Xi and Z U X2 and also joins Xl U Z and X2, it must join Xl and 
X2; moreover, it is the only edge of Vi uV~ to do so. Since d has opposite coefficients 
in $1 and 82, either Vi = (Xm), 52 = (Xm), and VI+ 52 = (Xm), 
or 231 = (Z-x2,x;), 52 = (XT) , and Vi+ $2 = (Zm). The result follows. 
(b) As in (a), d and d’ join Xi and X2, and are the only edges of Vt UV2 to do so. 
If Vi = (Xm), then d and d’ both have the same coefficient in 62 as in Vi if 
32 = (Xm) and the opposite coefficient in V2 from that in Vi if 62 = (Xm) 
A similar result holds if Vi = (Zm). The result follows. 0 
A loop in a bond graph is a circuit whose vertices are all internal vertices. Let L be a 
loop in a bond graph. A chord of L is a bond not in L that joins two junctions of L. A 
loop in a bond graph is chordless if it has no chords. A loop in a contraction-minimal 
bond graph is odd if, going round it in some direction, we encounter an odd number 
of bonds directed against us. Note that, in a contraction-minimal bond graph, a loop 
necessarily contains an even number of bonds. 
Theorem 5.3. A primitive standard bond graph that has a chordless odd loop is not 
primitively realisable. 
Proof. Let B be a bond graph with a chordless odd loop and let T be its natural base. 
Let L be a chordless odd loop of length 2r in B. Let J,, . . . , J, be the O-junctions of 
L listed in the order in which we encounter them as we trace L, and let 4,. . . , $. be 
the corresponding fundamental oriented cocircuits of B. Suppose F:T = ds, the funda- 
mental oriented cocircuit matrix of a primitive network G associated with a skeleton 
S. Then Fi;, . . . , .Yr are equal to 51,. . . , & oriented S-cocircuits of z, with Vi,. . ,VD, 
denoting the corresponding unoriented S-cocircuits of G. Since L is chordless, for 
each i (1 < i f r), Vi and Vi+i have exactly one edge di in common (reducing sub- 
scripts modulo r), and the Vjs are otherwise disjoint. Let ps = rca = 1 and, for each k 
(1 d k d r), let 
j’k = 
-1 if dk has the same coefficient in Vk as in Vk+i, 
1 otherwise; 
and let 
k 
nk = n Pi. 
i=l 
Note that, since L is odd n, = - 1. Let Si = S and, for each k (2 < k < r - 1 ), let 
Sk =sk-1 u {dk-1) \ {j-k--l} w ere h f - k 1 is the edge of Vk-t in S. Let q = $1, and, 
for2dk<r-l,let’8~=8~_, +zk__lVk. Finally, let V={dl,...,d,}. Let Pk denote 
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the proposition: 
(a) Sk is a skeleton of C?‘, 
(b) 6; contains (the edges of C$ corresponding to) dk, d, and no other edge of 
v u Dk+l u. ” u DI),, 
(c) 5; and ;nk+l , . . . ,3,. are oriented Sk-Cocircuits of C?. 
Then clearly PI holds. We wish to prove that P,_I holds. Suppose Pk__l hold (2 < k SZ 
r - 1). Then dk-1 and f k-1 lie in the same oriented Sk-i-cocircuit, 6:-i, of 6, and 
so replacing f k-1 by dk_-l in &__l creates a new skeleton Sk; thus (a) holds. Also, 
D +i_, contains (the edges of zf corresponding to) dk_ I, d, and no other edge of 
2) u Dk u ’ ’ . U Dr, & contains (the edges of C?f corresponding to) dk-1, dk and no 
other edge of 2) U Dk U . . s U Dr, and 5; is defined so that dk_1 cancels out; thus 
(b) holds. By Lemma 5.2(a) applied to the component of gf containing Y6i-i and 
&, 6; is an oriented cocircuit of 6, and it is an oriented Sk-cocircuit since it has 
exactly one edge, fk, in Sk. Finally, fik+i , . . . , fir are all oriented Sk_ 1 -cocircuits of 
C? that contain (edges of C?r corresponding to) neither dk--l nor f k-1, and so (c) 
holds. 
It follows by induction that P,_I holds. Thus 3T-i and sr are oriented Sr_i- 
cocircuits of C? with exactly two edges (those corresponding to), d,_l and d,, in 
common. Now in 3T-i) d, has the same coefficient as in 6, and d,_l has coefficient 
IX-~ times its coefficient in $r-l. And in er, the coefficient of d,_l is pr-1 times 
its coefficient in &_i and the coefficient of d, is pI times its coefficient in 61. Since 
7c,.-2pr_ipr = rt, = - 1 (since L is odd), it follows that one of d,_l and d, has the same 
coefficient in ti;_i as in @, and the other has the opposite coefficient. This contradicts 
Lemma 5.2(b), and this contradiction completes the proof. 0 
Let B be a bond graph. Let g be obtained by removing the power directions from 
the bonds of B; we call B the unoriented bond graph of B. An orientation of h 
is a bond graph obtained by assigning power directions to the bonds of l?. An ori- 
entation 8 of an unoriented cocircuit matrix F = [fij]kxm is a matrix obtained by 
replacing each f ij for which j < m - k with Atf ii; thus F is an oriented cocircuit 
matrix. 
Lemma 5.4. Let j be the unoriented bond graph of a primitive standard bond graph 
B with natural base T. Let F be am orientation of FT. Then each assignment of 
power directions to the external bonds of I? can be extended to a unique orientation 
B’ of l? such that IT = I? 
Proof. Label the bonds of B as b I,. . . , b, so that (for some k) T = {bl,. . . , bk}. Write 
F=[f ijlkxm. Assign power directions to the external bonds of l?. Then if b is an internal 
bond joining external bonds bi (incident with a O-junction) and bj (incident with a l- 
junction), then b can be power-directed so that ov = -oifij to give an orientation B’ 
of B such that IT = F. And b must be power-directed SO that aij = -ai f 0 to give 
such an orientation. The result follows. Cl 
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Lemma 5.5. Let i? be the unoriented bond graph of a primitive standard bond graph 
B with m external bonds and c components. Let T be the natural base of B, and 
suppose that Fr is primitively realisable. Then there are 22mVc primitively realisable 
orientations of E. 
Proof. Suppose ? is a primitively realisable orientation of FT, as defined at the end 
of Section 3. Since FT is primitively realisable, there is a network G and a skeleton 
S of G such that Ds = FT. Thus, by Theorem 3.3, there are 2’ flow orientations of G 
such that ds = F. But G has m edges; so there are 2m flow orientations of G. And, 
since, for every flow orientation of G, ds is an orientation of FT, it follows that there 
are 2”-’ primitively realisable orientations of FT. 
There are 2” ways of assigning power directions to the external bonds of fi. So, by 
Lemma 5.4, for each orientation 2 of FT there are 2” orientations B’ of j such that 
@:r(B’) = F. Thus there are 22m-c primitively realisable orientations of B. 0 
Lemma 5.6. Let b be the unoriented bond graph of a primitive standard bond graph 
B with m external bonds and c components. Then there are at most 22m-c orientations 
of B with no chordless odd loops. 
Proof. We shall use E(j) to denote the set of edges of h. Let 5’0 be a skeleton 
of L?. Then So consists of the external bonds of I? together with a skeleton of the 
junction structure of l?. So So has 2m - c bonds. Let E(B) \ So = {et,. . . , e,} and let 
Si =&U {el, . , ei} (1 < i < r). For each i (1 < i < r), Si contains a circuit containing 
ei (since Si_1 contains a skeleton of I?), and the shortest such circuit is chordless. Thus, 
given an orientation of the edges of Si_ 1, there is at most one orientation of ei that will 
avoid the creation of a chordless odd loop. It follows that each of the 22m-c possible 
orientations of SO can be extended to at most one orientation of l? with no chordless 
odd loops, and the result follows. 0 
Theorem 5.1. Let B be a primitive standard bond graph and let T be its natural 
base. Then B is primitively realisable if and only if 
(a) FT is primitively realisable and 
(b) B contains no chordless odd loops. 
Proof. Suppose I3 is primitively realisable. Then, by Corollary 3.4, Fr is primitively 
realisable; so FT is primitively realisable. And, by Theorem 5.3, I3 contains no chordless 
odd loops. 
Suppose, conversely, that FT is primitively realisable and that B contains no chord- 
less odd loops. Let l? be the unoriented bond graph of B. Then, by Lemma 5.5, 
there are 22m-c primitively realisable orientations of j, and, by Theorem 5.3, each has 
no chordless odd loops. But, by Lemma 5.6, there are at most 22m-c orientations of 
g with no chordless odd loops. So every orientation of & with no chordless odd 
loops must be a primitively realisable orientation of B: that is, B is primitively 
realisable. 0 
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6. Asher’s algorithm 
Theorem 5.7 relates the problem of primitive realisability to that of finding a graph to 
realise an unoriented cocircuit matrix. Tutte [ 18-211 has solved this problem. Mayeda 
[lo, pp. 111-132 and 174-1841 gives a good exposition of Tutte’s work and in [lo, 
pp. 237-2411 suggests how to test whether or not an oriented cocircuit matrix is real- 
isable as an oriented graph. His method is to construct a graph from the corresponding 
unoriented cocircuit matrix and then to look for an orientation, which may or may not 
exist. Asher [l] has applied Mayeda’s work to construct an algorithm that will test a 
bond graph for primitive realisability. In this section we provide a formal derivation 
of Asher’s algorithm based on the work of Mayeda and show how it can be used, in 
Construction 6.13, to construct a primitive network equivalent to a given primitively 
realisable bond graph. By Theorem 5.7, we can assume that any primitive standard 
bond graph we deal with has no chordless odd loops, and throughout this section we 
shall make that assumption. However we note that we have not found a polynomial 
algorithm to test whether or not a primitive standard bond graph has chordless odd 
loops. In practice, even if we do not know whether a primitive standard bond graph 
has chordless odd loops, we can still use Asher’s algorithm to test for primitive re- 
alisability, provided we also use Construction 6.13 to try to construct the resulting 
network. If Asher’s algorithm fails, then the bond graph is not primitively realisable 
and may or may not have chordless odd loops. If Asher’s algorithm is successful, 
but Construction 4.13 fails in step 7, then the bond graph is not primitively realis- 
able and must have a chordless odd loop. Otherwise the bond graph is primitively 
realisable. 
The method we describe in this section for testing whether a primitive standard bond 
graph B is primitively realisable works by showing how to construct, for each compo- 
nent B’ of B, a graph G and skeleton S such that Ds(G) =FT(B’). If there is a graph 
G with skeleton S such that Ds(G) = FT(B’) in which every unoriented S-cocircuit 
is an unoriented vertex coboundary, then it is easy to construct G. This is essentially 
what we shall be doing in Lemma 6.9. However, for such a graph G and skeleton S 
to exist, it is necessary that the edges of S induce a star; but not every skeleton of a 
2-connected graph induces a star. We get round this problem by introducing, in Algo- 
rithm 6.3, decompositions of a graph into minimum contractions. These decompositions 
have two useful properties. First, as we show in Proposition 6.1, we can reconstruct the 
original graph from its decomposition into minimum contractions. Second, each graph 
H in the decomposition has a skeleton S such that every unoriented S-cocircuit is an 
unoriented vertex coboundary. We use the decompositions by mimicking the decompo- 
sition of a graph into minimum contractions with a decomposition of the bond graph 
junction structure into minimum induced subgraphs in Algorithm 6.10. We can then 
use Algorithm 6.10 to get a decomposition of the component B’ of our bond graph into 
minimum induced subgraphs, make a set of minimum contractions from the minimum 
induced subgraphs, and then construct from the minimum contractions a graph G with 
skeleton S such that &(G) = F*(B’). 
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We contract an edge in a graph when we remove it and identify its two incident 
vertices. A contraction of a graph G is a graph obtained from G by contracting some 
of its edges. If G is a graph and H is a subgraph of G then we shall write G/H to 
denote the contraction of G obtained by contracting the edges of G in H. If E is a 
set of edges of a graph G we shall write G - E to denote the graph whose vertex set 
is V(G) and whose edge set is E(G) \ E, that is, the graph obtained by deleting the 
edges of G in E. 
Let G be a 2-connected graph and let S be a skeleton of G. A minimum contrac- 
tion H of G associated with S is a contraction of G in which the unoriented vertex 
coboundaries of all but one of the vertices are unoriented S-cocircuits of G and the 
unoriented vertex coboundary of the remaining vertex of H is an unoriented vertex 
coboundary of G. We call the exceptional vertex the original vertex and the others 
the derived vertices of H. A decomposition of G into minimum contractions is a 
set M of minimum contractions of G associated with the same skeleton such that, 
for each vertex of G, exactly one member of A4 contains a corresponding original 
vertex. Consider Fig. 8. The diagram on the right shows three minimum contractions 
of the graph in the diagram on the left, with original vertices labelled x, y and z. 
These form a decomposition of the graph in the diagram on the left into minimum 
contractions. 
Proposition 6.1. If M = {HI,. . . ,Hk+,} is a decomposition of G into minimum con- 
tractions (with vertices and edges suitably labelled) then G can be reconstructed 
from M. 
Proof. An edge joins two vertices of G if and only if it is incident with both of the 
corresponding original vertices in HI,. . . , Hk+l . Thus we can reconstruct G. 0 
Let H be a 2-connected graph with a skeleton S and let D be an unoriented S- 
cocircuit of H. Let KI and K2 be the components of H - 2). Let HI = H/K, and 
HZ = H/Kz, the D-contractions of H, be the graphs formed from H by contracting KI 
and K2 to single vertices kl and k2 respectively. We call kl and k2 derived vertices; 
any other vertex of HI or H2 is original or derived according as the corresponding 
vertex of H was original or derived. We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.2. (a) Hi is 2-connected (i = 1,2). 
(b) Si = S n E(Hi) is a skeleton of Hi (i = 1,2). 
(c) The unoriented vertex coboundaries of kl and kz are equal to V. Every other 
vertex of HI or H2 has the same unoriented vertex coboundary as the corresponding 
vertex in H. 
(d) For i = 1, 2, ki is incident with a unique edge of Si, namely the unique edge 
of V in S. 
(e) Every unoriented S-cocircuit of H is an unoriented Si-cocircuit Of Hi (i = 1,2). 
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Fig. 8. A decomposition of a graph into minimum contractions. 
Proof. (a)-(d) are easy to see. To prove (e), we note that if 2)’ is an unoriented 
S-cocircuit of H and s’ is the edge of S in D’, then s’ E E(Hl) or E(H2) (or both if 
D’ = D); without loss of generality s’ E E(H, ). Now & can be obtained by contracting 
the edges of S in Ki. Hence an edge of H - S joins two components of S \ {s’} if 
and only if it joins two components of Si \ {s’}. It follows that 27’ is an Si-cocircuit 
of HI. 0 
Consider the following algorithm, which is illustrated in Fig. 8. 
Algorithm 6.3. Let G be a 2-connected graph with k + 1 vertices and let S be a 
skeleton of G. Let Di, . . . , Q be the unoriented S-cocircuits of G. 
1. Let A4 = {G}. Let i = 1. 
2. Choose HEM such that Di is an unoriented (S n E(H))-cocircuit of H. Let HI 
and Hz be the Q-contractions of H. 
3. Let A4 = (A4 \ {H}) U {HI, HZ}. 
4. Let i = i + 1. Repeat steps 2-4 as long as i < k. 
Theorem 6.4. The set M constructed by Algorithm 6.3 is a decomposition of G into 
minimum contractions. 
Proof. The algorithm is possible by Lemma 6.2(a), (b) and (d). By Lemma 6.3(c), the 
resulting graphs HI , . . . ,&+I have the property that every unoriented vertex coboundary 
of an original vertex is an unoriented vertex coboundary in G, and every unoriented 
vertex coboundary of a derived vertex is one of Di, . . . , vk+l: that is, it is an unoriented 
S-cocircuit of G. Moreover, at every stage throughout the algorithm there are exactly 
k + 1 original vertices, since original vertices are neither created nor destroyed by Did 
contraction. Thus to complete the proof it suffices to prove that each Hi contains an 
original vertex. However, if H’ is any graph formed during the course of the algorithm, 
we see from Lemma 6.2(d) that a derived vertex of H’ is incident with a unique edge 
of S n H’, which belongs to a ‘Di that has already been operated on. Thus, whenever 
we operate on an unoriented S-cocircuit Dj, the end-vertices of the unique edge of 
S in Dj are both original vertices, and one of them ends up in each of the resulting 
Dj-contractions. So every Hi always contains an original vertex, and the theorem is 
proved. 0 
The next few results are based on results of Mayeda [lo]. Mayeda’s results are about 
cocircuit matrices, while these results are about bond graphs. We use some observations 
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of Asher [l], which allow us to manipulate bond graphs instead of matrices. We shall 
prove the results without using the intermediate step of constructing a matrix from the 
bond graph we are interested in. 
Let B be a connected primitive standard bond graph with at least two junctions and 
let U be its junction structure. Let J be a O-junction of B and let b be the bond on J. 
Let V be the junction structure induced by J and its neighbouring l-junctions, and let 
X be the bond graph induced by V and its neighbouring external vertices. Let At be a 
(possibly empty) bond graph composed of some of the components of B -X and let 
A2 be the bond graph composed of the remaining components. Let B1 = B -Al and let 
B2 = B -AZ. Let Ut and U2 be the junction structures of B1 and B2. We call B1 and B2 
a pair of b-induced subgraphs of B. We call Ut and U, a pair of J-induced junction 
structures of U. It is easy to see that the pairs of J-induced junction structures of 
U are precisely the pairs U - WI, U - Wz, where WI is a (possibly empty) junction 
structure composed of some of the components of U - V and Wz is the junction 
structure composed of the remaining components. We can apply this observation in 
Algorithm 6.10 below. 
Lemma 6.5. Let B be a connected primitive standard bond graph with at least two 
junctions. Let J be a O-junction of B and let b be its external bond. Let 3 be the 
fundamental unoriented cocircuit of B containing b. Let BI and B2 be a pair of 
b-induced subgraphs of B. Then 
(a) $3” # 3 is a fundamental unoriented cocircuit of B, then it is a fundamental 
unoriented cocircuit of either B1 or B2; 
(b) 3 is a fundamental unoriented cocircuit of both BI and Bz; 
(c) if 3’ is a fundamental unoriented cocircuit of Bi(i = 1 or2) then it is a 
fundamental unoriented cocircuit of B; 
(d) both BI and B2 are connected and contain at least two junctions. 
Proof. Let X, Al and A2 be defined as above, so that B1 = B -Al and B2 = B -AZ. 
Let J’ be a O-junction of Bi (i = 1 or 2). If J’ = J then each l-junction neighbouring 
J’ in B is in X. Otherwise each l-junction neighbouring J’ in B is either in X or 
in the same component Y of B - X as J’. But X and (if J’ # J) Y are induced 
subgraphs of Bi; so every l-junction adjacent to J’ in B is adjacent to J’ in Bi. It 
follows from the definition of a fundamental unoriented cocircuit that if b’ is the ex- 
ternal bond on a O-junction of Bi (i = 1 or 2) and 3’ is the fundamental unoriented 
cocircuit of B containing b’ then 3’ is the fundamental unoriented cocircuit of Bi 
containing 6’. 
(a) Let J’ be the O-junction whose external bond b’ is contained in 3’. Since J’ is 
in one of the components of B -X, either it is in Al or it is in AZ. Hence either it is 
in B2 or it is in B,. Hence either 3’ is a fundamental unoriented cocircuit of B1 or it 
is a fundamental unoriented cocircuit of Bz. 
(b) X CA1 and X C_A2; so J is a O-junction of both U, and U2. Hence 3 is a 
fundamental unoriented cocircuit of both B1 and Bz. 
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(c) Let J’ be the O-junction of Bi whose external bond b’ is contained in 3’. Let 3” 
be the fundamental unoriented cocircuit of B containing b’. Then, by (a) or (b), 3” 
is a fundamental unoriented cocircuit of Bi; so 3” = 3’: that is, 3’ is a fundamental 
unoriented cocircuit of B. 
(d) X connects any two components of B - X. But each of B,, B2 consists of X 
together with some of the components of B - X. Hence each of B1, B2 is connected. 
And, since X contains at least two junctions, so do B1 and Bz. 0 
Lemma 6.6. Let B be a connected primitive standard bond graph with at least two 
junctions, and let T be the natural base of B. Suppose FT(B) is primitively re- 
alisable as a graph H and skeleton S. Let J be a O-junction of B, let b be its 
external bond and let D be the unoriented S-cocircuit of H corresponding to b. 
Let HI and H2 be the D-contractions of H, let SI = S fl E(Hl) and let SZ = S n 
E(H2). Then there is a pair B1, B2 of b-induced subgraphs of B such that Fr,(Bl) = 
Ds,(Hl) and Fr,(Bz) = Dsz(H2), where TI and Tz are the natural bases of BI 
and B2. 
Proof. Let X be defined as above. Let K1 and K2 be the components of H - 2). Let 
HI = H/K1 and let H2 = HfK2. So HI and H2 are the V-contractions of H. 
The unoriented (S \ D)-cocircuits of H - 2) are precisely the nonempty intersec- 
tions of the unoriented S-cocircuits of H with the edges of H - D. And the fun- 
damental unoriented cocircuits of B - X are precisely the nonempty intersections of 
the fundamental unoriented cocircuits of B with the external bonds of B - X. Hence 
FT\x(B -X) = D~\D(H - D). H - V has tw o components K1 and K2. Each is com- 
posed of a number of blocks. By Theorem 3.5, each block of H - D corresponds to 
a component of B - X. Let Al and A2 be the unions of components of B -X corre- 
sponding to KI and K2. Then, by Theorem 3.5, Fr(i)(Ai) = Do(i)(Ki) (i = 1 or 2), 
where V(i) = T n Ext (Ai) and U(i) = S n E(K’). 
HI =H/K1 and H2=H/K2. Let Si =SnE(HI) and let S2=SnE(H2). Let B1 =B-A1 
and let B2 =B - AZ. Let Tl and T2 be the natural bases of BI and Bz. Suppose D’ is an 
unoriented Si-cocircuit of Hi (i= 1 or 2). Then, by Lemma 6.3(d), D’ is an unoriented 
S-cocircuit of H. Let s’ be the edge of D’ in S and let t’ be the corresponding external 
bond of B. Then s’ is an edge of K3-i; so t’ is an external bond of Aj-i; so t’ is an 
external bond of Bi. Let 3 be the fundamental unoriented cocircuit of Bi containing 
t’. Then, by Lemma 6.5(c), 3’ is the fundamental unoriented cocircuit of B containing 
t’. It follows that Fr!(Bl) = Ds,(Hl) and FT~(B~) = Ds,(H2) as required. 0 
Lemma 6.7. Let B be a connected primitive standard bond graph with at least two 
junctions, and let T be its natural base. Let b E T. Let BI and B2 be a pair of 
b-induced subgraphs of B, and let U and V be their respective natural bases. Sup- 
pose Fo(B1) is primitively realisable as a graph HI and skeleton Q, and Fv(B2) is 
primitively realisable as a graph HZ and skeleton R. Let g1 and g2 be the edges of 
HI and H2 corresponding to b. Suppose further that the unoriented Q-cocircuit of 
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HI containing g1 and the unoriented R-cocircuit of Hz containing g2 are unoriented 
vertex coboundaries. Then FT(B) is primitively realisable. 
Proof. Let 3 be the fundamental unoriented cocircuit of B containing b, and let VI 
and V2 be the corresponding unoriented Q-cocircuit of HI and unoriented R-cocircuit 
of HZ. Construct H as follows. Remove the vertices of HI and HZ corresponding to 
VI and V2. Then identify each edge of Vi with the corresponding edge in V2. 
Let b’ be an external bond of B. Then b’ is an external bond of BI or B2 or both. 
If 6’ is an external bond of only one of them, let g’ be the corresponding edge of HI 
or Hz. Then g’ is an edge of H corresponding to b’. If, on the other hand, b’ is an 
external bond of both B1 and B2, and g{ and gk are the corresponding edges of HI, 
then there is exactly one edge g’ of H corresponding to both gi and gi. Thus g’ is an 
edge of H corresponding to b’. It is easy to check that the edges of H corresponding 
to T form a skeleton S and that the unoriented S-cocircuits of H correspond precisely 
to the fundamental unoriented cocircuits of B. Thus Fr(B) is primitively realisable. 0 
Lemma 6.8. Let B be a connected primitive standard bond graph with at least two 
junctions. Let U be its junction structure. Let T be its natural base. Suppose FT(B) 
is primitively realisable as a graph G and skeleton S such that every unoriented S- 
cocircuit of G is an unoriented vertex coboundary. Then every l-junction of U has 
degree at most two. 
Proof. Let b be the external bond on a l-junction J of B and let g be the corresponding 
edge of G. Let b’ be the external bond on a O-junction J’ of B adjacent to J. Let 3’ 
be the fundamental unoriented cocircuit of B containing b’. Then 3’ contains b; so 
the corresponding unoriented S-cocircuit 2)’ of G contains g. But 2)’ is an unoriented 
vertex coboundary, and g lies in at most two unoriented vertex coboundaries; so there 
are at most two O-junctions adjacent to J in B. The result follows. 17 
Lemma 6.9. Let B be a connected primitive standard bond graph with at least two 
junctions. Let U be its junction structure. Let T be its natural base. Suppose every 
l-junction of U has degree at most two. Then Fr(B) is primitively realisable as a 
graph G and skeleton S such that every unoriented S-cocircuit of G is an unoriented 
vertex coboundary. 
Proof. Construct a graph G as follows. Draw one vertex for each O-junction of B and 
one extra vertex, which will be called the original vertex of G. For each external bond 
on a O-junction draw an edge joining the original vertex and the vertex corresponding 
to its O-junction. These form a skeleton S. For each external bond on a l-junction of 
degree two in U draw an edge joining the vertices corresponding to its neighbouring 
O-junctions. For each external bond on a l-junction of degree one in U draw an edge 
joining the original vertex and the vertex corresponding to its neighbouring O-junction. 
An external bond b is incident with a O-junction of B if and only if the corresponding 
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Fig. 9. Asher’s algorithm. 
edge g of G is in S. And if 3 is the fundamental unoriented cocircuit of B containing 
b and 2, is the unoriented S-cocircuit of G containing g, then an external bond of B 
lies in 3 if and only if the corresponding edge of G lies in 27. Thus FT(B) =&(G). 
The result follows. 0 
The following algorithm will test a comected primitive standard bond graph with no 
chordless odd loops and at least two junctions for primitive realisability. We illustrate 
it in Fig. 9. 
Algorithm 6.10 (Asher’s algorithm). Let B be a connected primitive standard bond 
graph with no chordless odd loops and at least two junctions. Let U be its junction 
structure. Label its O-junctions Ji,. . . , Jk. 
1. Let Q = {U}. Let i = 1. 
2. Choose U E Q such that Ji is a O-junction of U. 
3, Let Ur and UZ be a pair of Jf-induced subgmphs of U not 
4. Let Q = (M \ {U}) U { UI, UZ}. 
5. Let i = i + 1. Repeat steps 2-4 until i =k + 1. 
6. If no member of Q has a l-junction of degree greater than 
tively reahsable and the algorithm is finished. 
already chosen. 
two then B is primi- 
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7. Otherwise let i take the last value for which there was a pair of &-induced 
subgraphs not already used and go to step 3, or if there is no such pair then B is not 
primitively realisable. 
Let B be a connected primitive standard bond graph with no chordless odd loops and 
with at least two junctions. Let U be its junction structure. Then B is said to satisfji 
Asher’s criterion if the algorithm finishes at step 6 having shown that B is primitively 
realisable. If B satisfies Asher’s criterion we call the set Q a decomposition of U into 
minimum induced subgraphs. 
We shall now show that the algorithm works. 
Theorem 6.11. Let B be a connected primitive ~~tandard bond graph with no chord~ess 
odd loops and at least two junctions. Then B is primitively realisable if and only if 
it satis$es Asher’s criterion. 
Proof. Suppose B is primitively realisable, and let T be the standard base of B. Then, 
by Theorem 5.7, FT(B) is primitively realisable as a graph G and a skeleton 5”. For 
each O-junction Ji of B, let bi be the bond on Ji, let gi be the corresponding edge of 
G, and let Di be the unoriented S-cocircuit of G containing gi. Consider Algorithm 
6.3 applied to G. Let P, denote the proposition: 
When, in Algorithm 6.3, M has Y members HI,. _ .,H,, then there is a set Q = 
{ Ui, . . . , Li,} constructed by Asher’s aZgorithm satisfying ~~(~)(B~) = ~s(~)(~~) for 
each i (’ 1 6 i < r), where Bi is the bond graph corresponding to Ui, T(i) is the 
natural base of Bi, and S(i) = S’ n @Hi)). 
Then PI holds. Let Y (1 Q Y G k) be maximal such that P, holds. Suppose r were 
not equal to k + 1. Then, by Lemma 6.2(b), ‘Dr+l would be an unoriented S(i)- 
cocircuit of some Hi. And thus br+l would be an external bond of Bi. Suppose r-ii 
and H2/ is the ‘D,,.1-contractions of Hi. Then, by Lemma 6.6, there would be a pair 
B{, Bi of b,-induced subgraphs of B such that F&G)(B$) = Di(j)(H,!) (j = 1, 2), 
where PO) were the natural base of Bi and S’u) = S 0 E(Hj). Hence P,.+g would 
hold, contradicting the maximality of r. It follows that &+I holds. Thus there is a set 
Q={UI,..*, Uk+l} constructed by Asher’s algorithm such that, for each Ui, Fr(i)(Bi) 
is p~mitively realisable as a minimum contraction of G. And it follows, by Lemma 
6.8, that, for each i (1 < i d k + I), Uj has no l-junction of degree greater than two. 
Thus, by Lemma 6.9, B satisfies Asher’s criterion. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that B satisfies Asher’s criterion. Then, by Lemma 6.8, 
the algorithm constructs a set Q of k + 1 junction structures, none of which contains 
a l-junction of degree greater than two. By Lemma 6.9, the fundamental unoriented 
cocircuit matrix of the bond graph corresponding to each junction structure is primi- 
tively realisable as a graph H and skeleton S such that each unoriented S-cocircuit of 
H is an unoriented vertex coboundary. When Q has r members VI,. . . , U,, we denote 
the corresponding bond graphs by B,,. . . , B, and their natural bases by T( 1 ), . . . , T( I-). 
Let r be minimal such that, when M = { UI,. . . , U,}, each ~~(~)(B~) (1 < i 6 r) is 
p~mitively realisable as a graph Hi and skeleton Si such that, if Jj (1 d j < r - I) is a 
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Fig. 10. Primitive standard bond graphs and equivalent primitive networks. 
O-junction of Ui, then the unoriented Si-cocircuit of Hi containing gj is an unoriented 
vertex coboundary. Then r < k + 1. Suppose r were greater than one. Then two of 
U,,..., lJ, would contain Jr--l by Lemma 6.5(a) and the definition of a fundamental 
unoriented cocircuit of a bond graph. Moreover their fundamental unoriented cocircuit 
matrices would be primitively realisable as graphs, the fundamental unoriented cocir- 
cuits corresponding to Jr_, of which would be unoriented vertex coboundaries. So, by 
Lemma 6.7, when Q = { Ul, . . . , UT-l}, for each Bi (1 6 i < r - l), FT(i)(Bi) would 
be primitively realisable as a graph Hi and skeleton Si such that, if Ji (1 < j < r - 2) 
were a O-junction of Ui, then the unoriented Si-cocircuit of Hi containing gj would be 
an unoriented vertex coboundary. This would contradict the minimality of k. It follows 
that k = 1 and FT(B) is primitively realisable. It follows by Theorem 5.7 that B is 
primitively realisable. 0 
Theorem 6.12. Let B be a primitive standard bond graph. Then B is primitively 
realisable $ and only if 
(a) B contains no chordless odd loops, and 
(b) every component ofB with at least two junctions satisfies Asher’s criterion. 
Proof. If B is primitively realisable then conditions (a) and (b) follow immediately 
by Theorems 5.3 and 6.11. 
Suppose B satisfies conditions (a) and (b). Let C be a component of B. If C has 
more than two junctions then it is primitively realisable by Theorem 6.11. Otherwise 
it has one of the two forms on the left of Fig. 10. It is easy to check then that it 
is primitively realisable as a network whose underlying graph is the corresponding 
graph on the right of Fig. 10. Let (? be the primitive network whose blocks are 
networks equivalent to the components of B. Then, by Theorem 3.5, B and 3 are 
equivalent. 0 
Let B be a connected primitive standard bond graph with no chordless odd loops 
and at least two junctions. Let J be a O-junction of B. Let U, V and X be de- 
fined as in the paragraph preceding Lemma 6.5. If A is a component of B \ X then 
B \ A corresponds to what Tutte [21] calls a Y-component of the binary matroid cor- 
responding to B. Tutte shows that this matroid is graphic if all its Y-components 
are graphic. Correspondingly B is primitively realisable if B \ A is primitively realis- 
able for each component A of B \ X. Thus we need not test all pairs UI and U2 of 
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Fig. 11. A network constructed using Construction 6.13 
J-induced subgraphs of U in Asher’s algorithm, only those in which Ur = U \ W 
where W is a component of U \ V. With this observation, Asher’s algorithm provides 
a practical method for testing small bond graphs for primitive realisability by hand. It 
would be nice to have a more efficient algorithm for testing larger bond graphs. And 
it would make more sense if one wished to use a computer to test a bond graph for 
primitive realisability to use an algorithm that tests the unoriented cocircuit matrix. 
There are more efficient algorithms that test cocircuit matrices for realisability; see for 
example [4]. 
Having described an algorithm that tests for primitive realisability, we now go on 
to describe how to construct a network from a primitively realisable bond graph. Con- 
struction 6.13 is illustrated in Fig. 11, using the decomposition of U into minimum 
induced subgraphs from Fig. 9, and taking B to be the primitive bond graph with 
junction structure U in which every external bond is directed into its junction. 
Construction 6.13. Let B be a connected primitively realisable standard bond graph. 
1. Label its O-junctions J1 , . . . ,Jk and its l-junctions Jk+l, . . ,J,. For each i (1 < i 
d m) label the external bond on Ji as bi. For each i (1 d i < k) let Fi be the fun- 
damental unoriented cocircuit of B containing bi and let ?i be the corresponding 
fundamental unoriented cocircuit of B. Let U be the junction structure of B and let 
Q= {W,...r uk-,} be a decomposition of U into minimum induced subgraphs. 
2. Draw vertices ~1,. . .,uk+l of a graph G. 
3. For each i (1 < i d k), join v, and v, by an edge gi if J, is a O-junction of U,. 
and Us. Then gr , . . . , gk will form a skeleton S of G. 
4. For each i (k + 1 < i < m), join v, and u, by an edge gr if Ji is a l-junction of 
degree one of U,. and Us. 
5. For each i (1 < i 6 k) let Di be the unoriented S-cocircuit of G containing gi. 
We shall write $i to denote the corresponding unoriented S-cocircuit of the network 
G we now construct. 
6. Let i = 1. Let B = {bl}. Flow-orient bl arbitrarily and effort-orient bl so that 
Or =zr. 
7. Orient the unoriented edges of Vi SO that ei = ?i and, for each gj E Di, oi = ri. 
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8. If any gi E S is unoriented choose one such gi such that bi $! B. Let f? = B U {bi} 
and go back to step 7. 
Clearly the construction will terminate having constructed a primitive network 6. 
We shall now prove that B and G are equivalent. 
Theorem 6.14. Let B be a connected primitively realisable standard bond graph and 
let z be the primitive network constructed by Construction 6.13. Then B and 6 are 
equivalent. 
Proof. Let T be the natural base of B. Steps l-4 construct a graph G and a skeleton S 
using the constructions in the proofs of Lemma 6.9 and Proposition 6.1. It follows that 
FT(B) = Ds(G). And by Theorem 5.7 there is a primitive network G with underlying 
graph G such that B and G are equivalent. 
It follows from the connectedness of B that in step 8 if there is an unoriented edge 
of S we can choose one such edge gi such that bi 6 f?. Let r be maximal such that, 
when JB( = r, it is possible in step 7 to orient the unoriented edges of Di so that 
si = .$. Suppose r # k. Then, when 1231 = r, there would be some unoriented edge 
gj ES such that bj @ i3. Suppose @ were a primitive network with underlying graph 
G in which, for each b, E ,13, Z?t were an unoriented S-cocircuit. Then the unoriented 
S-cocircuit of 0, $j =Tj. But then it would be possible to orient the unoriented edges 
of Vj so that the unoriented S-cocircuit of G‘, fij = ?j, contradicting the minimality 
of r. Hence r = k. It follows that G is a primitive network with underlying graph G 
in which, for each i (1 < i < k), 6i = X. Let G’ be a network equivalent to B with 
underlying graph G in which the flow orientation on each edge is the same as G and 
01 = 71. Then, by Lemma 3.2(b), ai = ri for each edge gi of G’. SO G = G’. It follows 
that B and G are equivalent. 0 
If B is a primitively realisable standard bond graph but is not connected we can use 
Construction 6.13 to construct a network equivalent to each component of B, and, as in 
Theorem 3.5, we make these networks the blocks of a primitive network G equivalent 
to B. 
7. An excluded induced subgraph criterion for primitive realisability 
In this section we shall derive an excluded induced subgraph criterion for primitive 
realisability using T&e’s excluded minor criterion for a binary matroid to be graphic. 
We then discuss how this might be used to realise bond graph with as few transformers 
and gyrators as possible. We shall use some matroid theory in this section. 
The Fano matroid, F, is the matroid whose bases are the noncollinear triples of 
points in the Fano plane. The cocycle matroid of a graph G is the matroid whose 
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Fig. 13. KS and its skeletons. 
circuits are precisely the unoriented cocircuits of G. The following theorem is due to 
Tutte [19, 201 and is stated without proof. 
Theorem 7.1. A binary matroid is graphic if and only if it has no minor isomorphic 
to any of 
(a) M3,3, the cocycle matroid of K3,3, 
(b) Ms, the cocycle matroid of KS, 
(c) the Fano matroid 3 or its dual T. 
Consider K3,3. It has, up to isomorphism, the three distinct skeletons illustrated in 
Fig. 12. And it is easy to check that if Si and & are isomorphic skeletons of K3,3 
then the isomorphism 8 : Sl -+ & determines an isomorphism of K3,3. Hence, up to 
permutations of rows and columns, there are only three fundamental unoriented circuit 
matrices of K3.3: 
111001000 010111000 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 111000100 
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 10 
001110001 001110001 
i 
011101000 
N(3)= 111000100 
3,3 111110010’ 
001110001 : 
In a similar way, KS has, up to isomorphism, the three skeletons illustrated in 
Fig.13, and so up to permutations of rows and columns, there are only three fundamental 
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unoriented circuit matrices of KS: 
N(l) = 
5 
Nc3) = 
5 
1111100000 
0110010000 
0111001000 N@) = 
1110000100’ 5 
1100000010 
0011000001 
1001100000 
0110010000 
0101001000 
1010000100’ 
1100000010 
0011000001 
1011100000 
0110010000 
0111001000 
1010000100 
1100000010 
0011000001 
Finally, consider the Fano matroid .7=. If S is a set and K is a field, then the support 
of a vector x E KS is defined to be the subset of S on which the coefficients of x are 
nonzero. And if M is a matroid on a set S then a coordinatisation of M over a field 
K is a map f : S -+ V from S to a finite dimensional vector space V over K such that, 
for all A & S, rank(A) = dim f (A). It is easy to check, using the coordinatisation over 
GF(2) given in [23, p. 321, that the circuits of F are the minimal nonempty supports 
of vectors in the row space of the matrix N” and that the circuits of its dual are the 
minimal nonempty supports of vectors in the row space of the matrix N, where 
It is also easy to check that N and N* are unique up to permutations of rows and 
columns. 
If we arrange the columns of each of the matrices N$:i and N,“’ so that it becomes 
an unoriented cocircuit matrix then it is the fundamental unoriented cocircuit matrix of 
a primitive standard bond graph, which is unique up to the choice of power directions 
on its bonds. Similarly N and N* are the fundamental unoriented cocircuit matrices 
of primitive standard bond graphs, which are unique up to the choice of power direc- 
tions on their bonds. We draw the unoriented junction structures of the bond graphs 
corresponding to these matrices in Fig. 14. 
Theorem 7.1 says that an unoriented cocircuit matrix A4 is primitively realisable if 
and only if, for each submatrix M’ of M, the matroid M’ whose circuits are precisely 
the nonempty supports of vectors in the row space of M’ is none of Ms,s, Ms, F 
or F*. Hence the fundamental oriented cocircuit matrix of a primitive standard bond 
graph is primitively realisable if and only if it does not contain an induced subgraph 
of any of the forms in Fig. 14. It is easy to check that every assignment of power 
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Fig. 14. Forbidden induced unoriented junction structures. 
directions to the bonds of F or F* gives a junction structure with a chordless odd 
loop. Hence, and from Theorem 5.7, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.2. A primitive standard bond graph B is primitively realisable if and only 
if 
(a) no induced subgraph of B has the form of any of Mj,‘,‘, M$, M$, MS”, M12’ 
or Mi3’, and 
(b) B contains no chordless odd loops. 
Although we can construct a network equivalent to any given bond graph using 
Construction 4.5, we would like to construct a network that uses as few transformers 
and gyrators as possible. Consider the four operations illustrated in Fig. 15. We call 
the first two replacing a TF-link by the corresponding TF-path and we call the third 
and fourth replacing a GY-link by the corresponding GY-path. We take the power 
directions on each path on the right to be the same as those on the corresponding 
link on the left. Now consider the following construction. An example of what it can 
produce is illustrated in Fig. 16. Note that, in Fig. 16, we are starting with the same 
bond graph that we used in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 15. Replacing a TF-link or GY-link by a TF-path or GY-path. 
Fig. 16. A standard bond graph and equivalent network to illustrate Construction 7.3. 
Construction 7.3. Let B be a standard bond graph. 
1. Let S be a smallest set of bonds containing 
(a) a bond from every chordless odd loop containing no bond elements, and 
(b) a bond from every induced subgraph of B of the form of M&), M$, A@:, MS”‘, 
M(2) or M(3) 
5 
2. Replaie each bond of S with a link containing a transformer of modulus 1 directed 
the same way. 
3. Replace each TF-link by a TF-path and replace each GY-link by a GY-path. 
4. Let B’ be the bond graph obtained by replacing each bond element with two 
external vertices, one incident with each bond that was incident with the bond element. 
5. Construct a primitive network 6 equivalent to B’ using Algorithm 6.10 and Con- 
struction 6.13. For each bond bi of B’ let gi be the corresponding edge of g. 
6. If bi and bj are bonds of B incident with a transformer satisfying equations (5), 
let (gi, gj, r) be a transformer on 6. If bi and bj are bonds of B incident with a gyrator 
satisfying equations (6), let (gi,gj,s) be a gyrator on G. 
7. Let X be the set of all transformers and gyrators on z made in step 6. 
It is easy to check that Construction 7.3 constructs a network 6~ equivalent to 
B. It is also easy to see that Construction 7.3 will construct a network with fewer 
transformers and gyrators than the network constructed by Construction 4.5. 
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8. Conclusions 
We have described, in Section 4, a method, based on that of Rosenberg and Karnopp 
[15], for constructing an acausally equivalent bond graph from a primitive electrical 
network. We have extended this method so that we can construct a bond graph from a 
network that contains any configuration of transformers and gyrators. There is at least 
one unsolved problem. Even if we delete one ‘reference’ O-junction for each component 
of the original electrical network as in the method of Rosenberg and Kamopp we do 
not necessarily get a nonsingular bond graph. (As an example consider the electrical 
network comprising one loop with two edges that are the edges of a gyrator.) Are there 
conditions under which we can guarantee to find a nonsingular bond graph without 
resorting to the methods of [II]? 
We have described, in Section 6, a method for testing whether or not a bond graph 
is primitively realisable. Provided that we start from a primitive standard bond graph 
this method can be implemented in polynomial time. We suggest two further problems. 
First, show that the algorithm described in [I] for constructing a standard bond graph is 
polynomial. Second, find a good method for testing whether or not a primitive standard 
bond graph has chordless odd loops. This problem might be approached by trying to 
relate it to the theory of oriented matroids described in [4]. 
In Section 4 we have shown how to construct an electrical network from any bond 
graph. And in Section 7 we have described a characterisation of primitively realisable 
bond graphs in terms of chordless odd loops and forbidden induced subgraphs. We 
use this to suggest (Construction 7.3) a better method for constructing an electrical 
network from a bond graph. However Construction 7.3 leaves a number of unanswered 
questions. 
1. How can we determine the induced subgraphs of B of the form of M3(,‘1, @.23), 
f@;;, MS”‘, Mi2’ or Ml’)? How can we determine the chordless odd loops of B? 
2. We know that ISI 3 the smallest number of transformers and gyrators we need to 
introduce to realise B if B is primitive. Can we replace the inequality with equality? If 
not, how can we determine the smallest number of transformers and gyrators needed? 
3. How can we determine the smallest number of transformers and gyrators needed 
to realise B if B is not primitive? 
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